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Historical Urban Studies
General Editors’ Preface

Density and proximity are two of the defining characteristics of the urban dimension. it
is these that identify a place as uniquely urban, though the threshold for such pressure
points varies from place to place. What is considered an important cluster in one
context – may not be considered as urban elsewhere. A third defining characteristic is
functionality – the commercial or strategic position of a town or city which conveys an
advantage over other places. Over time, these functional advantages may diminish, or
the balance of advantage may change within a hierarchy of towns. To understand how
the relative importance of towns shifts over time and space is to grasp a set of
relationships which is fundamental to the study of urban history.

Towns and cities are products of history, yet have themselves helped to shape
history. As the proportion of urban dwellers have increased, so the urban dimension
has proved a legitimate unit of analysis through which to understand the spectrum of
human experience and to explore the cumulative memory of past generations.
Though obscured by layers of economic, social and political change, the study of the
urban milieu provides insights into the functioning of human relationships and, if
urban historians themselves are not directly concerned with current policy studies,
few contemporary concerns can be understood without reference to the historical
development of towns and cities.

This longer historical perspective is essential to an understanding of social
processes. Crime, housing conditions and property values, health and education,
discrimination and deviance, and the formulation of regulations and social policies to
deal with them were, and remain, amongst the perennial preoccupations of towns and
cities – no historical period has a monopoly of these concerns. They recur in successive
generations, albeit in varying mixtures and strengths; the details may differ.

The central forces of class, power and authority in the city remain. If this was the
case for different periods, so it was for different geographical entities and cultures.
Both scientific knowledge and technical information were available across Europe
and showed little respect for frontiers. Yet despite common concerns and access to
broadly similar knowledge, different solutions to urban problems were proposed and
adopted by towns and cities in different parts of Europe. This comparative dimension
informs urban historians as to which were systematic factors and which were of a
purely local nature: general and particular forces can be distinguished.

These analytical frameworks, considered in a comparative context, inform the
books in this series.

Université de Tours Jean-Luc Pinol
University of Leicester Richard Rogers
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Introduction

The modern development of private ownership rights was a necessary precondition
for nineteenth-century urbanisation. The expansion of European towns – the way in
which the ‘urban reserves’ were filled – took place largely through private land and
property investments. It was, at least initially, a decentralised and fairly unregulated
process. Public intervention in the urban environment was often ineffectual when
faced with private interests in land companies and the construction and property
industry.1

The background to this development lay in the high valuations of property in the
nineteenth century liberal and bourgeois society. Since the classic liberal era, private
ownership rights were considered the very fundament of economic prosperity and of
a sound society based on political and civil rights. Private property was a mainstay in
the development of European towns towards freedom of trade and increased
autonomy. Real estate involved rights and obligations which were connected to a
number of norms that in a comprehensive way characterised economic and social
relations.2

In particular, ownership of buildings and land was regarded as a guarantee for a
person’s independence and integrity. In certain periods, those who possessed real
estate could be attributed with, or could attribute themselves with, a series of
determined properties – such as industriousness, thrift, work performance and the
capacity to steer their own lives. Property has thereby also been an important tool in
excluding other social groups from participation and co-determination.3 Through the
entire nineteenth century, a view was underpinned of the private property owner as a
fundamentally ‘apolitical’ person. Ownership freed the individual from bias in his
social engagement. ‘In property, the will became objective’, as Hegel put it in his
Rechtsphilosophie from 1820, which led to the emergence of an idealised picture of
landowners and property owners, in which their supposed autonomy was at odds with
other political and economic developments in society.4

1 Paul M. Hohenberg and Lynn Hollen Lees, The Making of Urban Europe 1000–1994,
Cambridge/London 1995, pp. 321, 326. Leonardo Benevolo, The European City, Oxford 1993, p. 165f.

2 C.M. Hann, ‘Introduction: the embeddedness of property’ in: C.M. Hann (Ed.), Property Relations.
Renewing the anthropological tradition, Cambridge 1998, pp. 1f., 7f.

3 Hannes Sigriest and David Sugarman, ‘Geschichte als historisch-vergleichende
Eigentumswissenschaft. Rechts-, kultur- und gesellschaftsgeschichtliche Perspektiven’ in: Hannes
Siegrist and David Sugerman (Eds), Eigentum im Vergleich 18.-20. Jahrhundert, Göttingen 1999, pp. 12f.
and 18.

4 G.W.F. Hegel, Rechtsphilosophie (1820) §41, Zusatz, §46, quoted from Dieter Schwab, ‘Eigentum’,
in: Otto Brunner/Werner Conze/Reinhart Koselleck (Eds), Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Historisches
Lexikon zur politisch-sozialen Sprache in Deutschland (GG) Band 2, Stuttgart 1975, p. 82, see also p.
103ff.

1
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The present investigation delves into a transformational period in the history of
European towns, from the mid-nineteenth century to the end of the First World War.
Due to the emergence of market capitalism, strong pressure for change came to be
exerted on private ownership rights as a basis for influence in society, for political
legitimisation – and as a legal concept. Parallel with the high esteem in which real
estate was held, criticism grew of the political paradigm which had placed private
property as an unimpeachable centre around which to mould society. With increasing
urgency, it was asked how ‘natural’ the individual’s claims to freedom, intertwined
as it was with freedom of ownership, could be considered when such claims
indubitably and repeatedly came into conflict with the best interests of society. At the
same time as ownership rights created greater prosperity for the wealthy, there was
concrete evidence of increasing unwillingness among owner groups to reinvest at a
corresponding level in land, people, and society. Freedom of ownership needed to be
ordered in a system of obligations to society, lest private ownership develop into an
anomaly and an asocial phenomenon.5

The tension between on the one hand the significance of ownership to the
formation of society, to the creation of rights and to morality; and on the other hand,
its autonomous, profit-seeking and market-oriented character form the backdrop
against which this study shall put, and attempt to answer, its questions.

Prior Research

The central players in the investigation are the private urban property owners. The
term property ownership in a wider sense denotes ownership of both land and
buildings – just like the German term Grundbesitz and the Swedish term
fastighetsägande – and there was no legal instrument in either nation to distinguish
them until around the year 1900. But the study is principally concerned with
ownership of residential buildings.

Naturally, urban property owners have been mentioned and discussed in individual
urban monographs and in studies of housing policy and the emerging social question
of housing around the year 1900. However, there has long been a lack of
investigations specifically addressing the actions, motives and significance of the
property-owning group in the period in question. The private property owners have
often being depicted exclusively as antagonists of state intervention and regulation of
the property and housing market. This book shall not attempt to refute that approach.
However, to thereby assert that the property owners by extension were hostile to
urban modernisation and social development is a problematic conclusion which
requires additional nuances.

It is not until recently that a marked interest has been shown in these property
issues, even though real estate is a fundamental factor in forming an opinion on the
emergence of towns and changes in towns in the time of rapid growth in the age of

2 Property, Tenancy and Urban Growth

5 Hann 1998, pp. 15, 45. Adoph Samter, Das Eigentum in seiner sozialen Bedeutung, Jena 1879, p. 211.
Adoph Wagner, Grundlegung der politischen Oekonomie, Bd 2: Volkwirtschaft und Recht. 3. Auflage,
Leipzig 1894, p. 12. Henry George, Poverty and Progress, (1879) Everyman’s Edition London 1911, 
p. 331f.
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industrialisation.6 For clarity, the works which have more expressly addressed the
role of property owners in urban growth from the mid-nineteenth century to the First
World War have been divided into four thematic categories. The first has above all
adopted a socio-cultural perspective and studies property ownership either in
connection with pursuing the trade associated with owning an urban property, or in
relation to tenants in accordance with a class-oriented analytical framework. The
second, has adopted a legal perspective and above all analysed how legal relations
between property owners as landlords and tenants were subjected to radical change in
the first decades of the twentieth century. The third has dealt with the political actions
and influence of the organised property owners in municipal politics. The fourth has
discussed the property owners’ influence on the spatial design of the urban
environment. The studies most important to the present work are briefly mentioned
here, and at the same time a general presentation of the subject is given. Certain
central studies, their questions and findings will be investigated in more detail in
connection with this investigation.

1. In studies by Geoffrey Crossick (1995, 2000) and Heinz-Gerhard Haupt (1995),
property ownership in major European towns in the nineteenth century has been
linked to a particular social class, namely the petty bourgeoisie or traditional middle
class. Property ownership was a characteristic feature for this group alongside such
professions as craft, the retail trade and small-scale production. In pre-industrial
times, property ownership had been associated with owning one’s own dwelling and
possessing one’s own enterprise. When the property market became liberalised –
which coincided with industrialisation and population influx to towns – the property
owner role changed. Many property owners began rental operations, letting rooms as
a subsidiary income or as a main income. Towards the end of the nineteenth century,
it was considered an established role distribution in several European cities for the
middle class to occupy itself with letting properties to the working class. As an
occupation, it was far too problematic for more prominent capitalists. The ‘smaller
capitalists’ on the other hand could keep an incessantly vigilant and supervisory eye
on the tenants in their properties. This was indeed a necessity if the investment in the
rental property was to be profitable. There was a broader middle-class grouping in 
the towns which ascribed property ownership enormous significance. Property
ownership was associated with prosperity and social influence. It was a form of
investment and a source of income which bore powerful social implications, and in
many cases could reveal deep-seated mentalities. In fact, property ownership was
never stripped of its social and moral significance, neither was it ever completely
identified with a neutral market. The middle class gladly invested its savings and
income in secure investments such as land and property in its search for a more
personal vision of prosperity. The attraction of the security it could offer and the
social prestige it gave to be a property owner meant that property ownership tended to
increase in the middle class even in periods when investments fell among other
economically favoured social groups. Property ownership was possibly the most
important single identity-creating factor to the European middle class in a broad

Introduction 3

6 Alastair Owens and Jon Stobart, ‘Introduction’ in: Jon Stobart and Alastair Owens (Eds), Urban
Fortunes. Property and Inheritance in the Town 1700–1900, Aldershot 2000, p. 1.
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sense, and something which distinguished the group both from the working class and
from the industrialist bourgeoisie. With respect to the latter, it was above all the
property owners’ close ties to the urban environment that played a central role.7

In a socio-cultural perspective, previous research has directed its intention above all
to the relations between the tenant working-class and the landlord middle class. The
Swedish historian Hans Wallengren (1994), for example, in his historical-materialistic
study of tenant-landlord relations in Malmö in the years surrounding the turn of the
century, has also linked property ownership and the activity of letting urban flats to a
petty bourgeois social class. According to Wallengren, conflicts on the housing market
increasingly tended to take on the form of a class struggle around and after the First
World War.8 The British historian David Englander, in his book Landlord and Tenant
in Urban Britain 1838–1918 (1983), also reasons on the theme of social and cultural
norms which became apparent in the occasionally fierce conflicts between landlords
and tenants in British towns. Like Wallengren, Englander in his study has put
emphasis on working-class housing conditions and how conflicts over tenancy
conditions could strengthen class-consciousness in the nineteenth century.9

2. Urban tenancy relations as an area for socio-political legislation were discovered
relatively late. For a long time, authorities preferred to address the problematic urban
housing situation through public civil legislation – for example by regulating housing
ordinances and by setting up town planning and expropriation legislation. Until quite
recently, public legal initiatives provided the predominant perspective in housing
policy research, even though civil legislation was of crucial importance to everyday
conditions in the growing towns of the nineteenth century.

The German legal historian Tilman Repgen (2001), in an extensive investigation
of the prehistory of the new Civil Code of 1900 in Germany, has focused on tenancy
relations as an area of particular complexity in its day, with regard to weighing liberal
property claims against social considerations. One important finding of Repgen’s
study is that the property-based legal conception, the social reformists’ demands for
protection for the weaker party, and the more socially conservative preservation of
the community concept together came to make up a complex fabric of strivings in the
late nineteenth century, aimed to control the acute social problems in German cities
around the turn of the century. In this context, the relation between property owners
and tenants under civil law was a particularly large social problem.10

Karl-Christian Führer (1995) has published an investigation which thematises the
marginalisation by the social state of private property owners in German towns after
the First World War. During and after the war, state constrictions upon private
ownership rights increased, and private property owners’ function as landlords on an

4 Property, Tenancy and Urban Growth

7 Geoffrey Crossick and Heinz-Gerhard Haupt, The Petite Bourgeoisie in Europe 1780–1914.
Enterprise, Family and Independence, London 1995. Geoffrey Crossick, ‘The Meaning of Property and
the world of the petite bourgeoisie’ in: Stobart and Owens 2000.

8 Hans Wallengren, Hyresvärlden. Maktrelationer på hyresmarknaden i Malmö ca. 1880–1925,
Malmö 1994.

9 David Englander, Landlord and Tenant in Urban Britain 1838–1918, Oxford 1983.
10 Tilman Repgen, Die soziale Aufgabe des Privatrechts. Eine Grundfrage in Wissenschaft und

Kodifikation am Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts, Tübingen 2001.
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unregulated housing market became the subject of a politically-oriented realignment.
Führer analyses the political, social and economic motives which meant that private
property owners were seen as an undesirable relic from a superseded social system
after the fall of the empire in 1918, which therefore could be ‘sacrificed’ to further
new social housing aims.11

3. The function-oriented study Sammanslutningarnas roll i politiken 1870–1910 (The
Role of Alliances in Politics, 1870–1910) (1967) by Swedish political scientist Pär-
Erik Back is the only example of a more systematic audit of property owners’
associations in general in Sweden, and of Stockholm Property Owners’ Association in
particular, and of the role of the organisation as a pressure group, principally with
respect to Stockholm municipal authorities. Back’s investigation makes an important
contribution to understanding of the political culture which emerged through the 1862
municipal reform – the Municipal Constitution – and above all the interaction and
exchanges which were set up between liberal associations and municipal authorities in
the second half of the nineteenth century. Back shows that alliances of the time that the
property owners’ associations exemplify – that is, organisations of an exclusive
character, not open to everyone (unlike popular movements in Sweden) – have had a
major and underestimated importance in forming the political agenda in Swedish
towns. The organised property owners in Stockholm played an active role in City
Council elections and in the design of new housing legislation and state guaranteed
property credit. The forms of networking, lobbying and collaboration which emerged
between state and municipal authorities and ‘reputable’ alliances towards the end of
the nineteenth century, according to Back, were profound, constant and normative.12

Taking a different approach, Detlef Lehnert has drawn attention to the municipal
influence of organised property owners in Vienna and Berlin, in an article in
Geschichte und Gesellschaft in 1994. Lehnert’s investigation is essentially a study of
the ideological aspects behind how the political history of the two capital towns has
been characterised by two power groupings which dominated the municipal
administrations: on the one hand, the Magistrat (municipal executive) jurists and on
the other, the property owners. The property owners’ organisations had a decisive
influence on the character of municipal self-governance in Vienna and Berlin during
the late nineteenth century. The property owners embraced ideas from a pre-modern
era where property owners were identified as representatives of the state norm for
‘stability and order’ in society. Their self-assumed role as moral authorities resulted
among other things in carefully designed control and protection methods to deal with
difficult working-class tenants. Lehnert describes how property owners were the
foremost defenders of bourgeois ideals in both towns, and how this self-perception
aimed to retain political dominance in the urban society, and to steer the social and
economic priorities of the municipal administration.13

Introduction 5

11 Karl Christian Führer, Mieter, Hausbesitzer, Staat und Wohnungsmarkt. Wohnungsmangel und
Wohnungszwangswirtschaft in Deutschland 1914–1960, Stuttgart 1995.

12 Pär-Erik Back, Sammanslutningarnas roll i politiken 1870–1910, Skellefteå 1967.
13 Detlef Lehnert, ‘Organisierter Hausbesitz und kommunale Politik in Wien und Berlin 1890–1933.

Skizzen zu einer vernachlässigten Kategorie der grossstädtischen Bürgerlichkeit’, in: Geschichte und
Gesellschaft 20, 1994.
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That which characterised property owners in both Berlin and Stockholm in the
industrialisation era was thus the fact that they represented the urban taxpayer in
municipal governance, at the same time as they were to a significant degree
administrators and landlords over a heterogeneous tenant population, often of lower
social standing. The significance in society of being a property owner in the town was
determined by this complex relation.

4. Relatively little research has been published addressing the question of the
property owners’ significance to the urban housing environment and spatial design.
With regard to both Stockholm and Berlin, players participating in direct housing
production in the town have attracted far more interest than property owner
groupings. In Stockholm, construction companies and state regulatory policies have
been dealt with, among other areas. In Berlin, corresponding research has addressed
land companies. Another section of research has focused on land division policies
and land speculation – both private and municipal – and how land use practices
derived therefrom have influenced the design of towns and city districts.14

In Christoph Bernhardt’s thesis Bauplatz Gross-Berlin. Wohnungsmärkte,
Terraingewerbe und Kommunalpolitik im Städtewachstum der Hochindustrialis-
ierung 1871–1918 (1998), there are interesting and important observations on the
particular subject of the influence of landowners and property owners over the design
of the emerging urban environment. Bernhardt shows how influential property
owners in certain parts of Berlin completely dominated local politics in the field of
construction and planning issues at the end of the nineteenth century. Of particular
importance to the present investigation is the conclusion by Bernhardt that without
the willingness to invest small funds in tenements that was characteristic of the
middle-class norm which prevailed among the majority of property owners in Berlin,
then the nineteenth-century town typically built in neighbourhood blocks would
never have come into existence. Urban development – not only in towns like Berlin
and Stockholm, even though these can be seen as representative for a certain time
period – was in fact full of anomalies, unequal power relations, and with inherent,
inevitable crisis situations. At the same time, however, it was a successful and
complex system where political, social and economic factors contributed towards
impressive productivity.15

6 Property, Tenancy and Urban Growth

14 See for Berlin: Stefan Fisch, ‘Grundbesitz und Urbanisierung. Entwicklung und Krise der deutschen
Terraingesellschaften 1870–1914’, in: Geschichte und Gesellschaft 15, 1989. Dieter Radicke, ‘Der Berliner
Bebauungsplan von 1862 und die Entwicklung des Wedding. Zum Verhältnis von Obrigkeitsplanung zu
privatem Grundeigentum’ in: Goerd Peschken, Dieter Radicke, Tilmann J. Heinisch (Eds), Festschrift Ernst
Heinrich, Berlin 1974. See for Stockholm: Gösta Selling, Albert Lindhagen and esplanadsystemet,
Stockholm 1970. Gösta Selling, ‘Byggnadsbolag in brytningstid’, in: Studier and handlingar rörande
Stockholms historia IV, Stockholm 1975. Hossein Sheiban, Den ekonomiska staden. Stadsplanering i
Stockholm under senare hälften av 1800-talet (English summary: The Economic Town, Town Planning in
Stockholm in the Latter Half of the nineteenth Century) Stockholm 2002. Folke Lindberg, ‘Kommunal and
privat tomtspekulation in 1880-talets Stockholm’, in: Studier and handlingar rörande Stockholms historia
IV (Studies and Documents on Stockholm’s history IV), Stockholm 1975. Georg Mörner, Ljus and luft.
Herman Ygberg, stadsingenjör and stadsplanerare 1844–1917, Stockholm 1997.

15 Christoph Bernhardt, Bauplatz Gross-Berlin. Wohnungsmärkte, Terraingewerbe und
Kommunalpolitik im Städtewachstum der Handindustrialisierung 1871–1918, Berlin 1998.
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The Purpose, Theoretical Framework and Questions of the Study

On the basis of previous research, it is evident that the issue of urban property
ownership can be approached in different ways. The property owners were at the
cross-section of several lines of development in the nineteenth century, which all can
be associated with urban modernisation – whether they were social, legal, political,
technological or economic by nature. This has to do with the fact that ownership
rights cannot be reduced to a mere legal instrument or the possession of a material
object. On the contrary, real estate ownership contributed to a considerable degree to
the distribution of social entitlements in nineteenth-century society.16

The purpose of the study is to investigate the changed conditions for property
ownership in two North European capital towns from the mid-nineteenth century to
the end of the First World War. The ultimate purpose is to contribute to
understanding of the political, social and economic character of dynamic urban
growth during industrialism.

The theoretical framework for the investigation associates to the concept of the
integration of the economy in societal organisation. In order to understand how the
economy functioned in practice, it must be put in its historical context; how economic
players and markets were ordered in, and interacted with, social norms, and political
and legal structures.

This general theory can be traced back to Karl Polanyi’s critical confrontation with
market capitalist society in the book The Great Transformation from 1944. In recent
years, political scientists and housing researchers such as Fred Block and Michael
Harloe have given the perspective a stringent formulation: every period in capitalist
development creates a special set of social conventions for retaining growth
dynamism. In each phase, the relation of the state to the market and to civil society
has also been different. This is a question of fundamental social conditions – such as
the design of urban development, financial and political mechanisms for production
and demand, and the organisation of the labour market. The effectiveness of these
social structures for growth is temporally limited. After a dramatic political and
economic downturn, forces are mobilised to establish a new social growth
structure.17

The period addressed by this investigation is that of liberal capitalism, the initial
form created by the Industrial Revolution. The market order reached its zenith
towards the end of the nineteenth century, after which it began to show signs of
deterioration. The dissolution process was hastened by the First World War, and
despite attempts to resuscitate the system, it underwent radical change due to the
effects of the interwar crisis in the world economy. The growth structure that took
over – the post-Fordian or welfare capitalist order, which grew in strength and
efficacy in the post-war period – gave not least the state a completely different and
prominent distributory role in relation to the market. This new growth structure really
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has its roots in the turn-of-the-century ‘social question’ and the politically
heterogeneous social reformist movements around the time of the First World War.18

Since this book’s investigation period ends shortly after the First World War, the
outlines and the emerging design of the social and economic order will be simply
shown in accordance with this temporal division.

Polanyi himself presented a dark picture of nineteenth-century industrial society.
The economic sector had liberated itself from social conditions, and had become the
predominant principle behind social organisation, and no longer a regulated instrument
subordinated to the public good in general. Society had been forced to adapt to the
needs of market mechanisms. The uncontrolled market economy, however, had a
devastating effect on the social system, since it dealt not only with produced objects,
but also land, labour and people as goods. As a reaction to the utopia of a self-
regulating market and the decay of social relations, supervision and control of the
economy was reinstated as an act of something approaching societal self-defence.19

There are other researchers who do not attribute such predominance to the
economic development of the Industrial Revolution. The German semantic historian
Reinhart Koselleck has characterised nineteenth-century society as a ‘transitional
society’. Certainly, power and influence tended increasingly to be defined in
economic terms. However, at the same time, the social development of the age bore
traces of both a defunct corporate and class-oriented order, and of an as yet unrealised
democratic future, which meant that society was subjected to an intensive
transformation process.20

This investigation concentrates on an environment which in the author’s opinion
was at the centre of the economic and political establishment, flowering and eventual
dissolution of the age, namely that of the major industrial town. The study begins
with the assumption that the emergence of the urban environment in industrial cities,
and above all the housing conditions in such cities, were dependent on the social and
legal status and the municipal influence which ownership of property brought in the
period in question – but also the assumption that the conditions and significance of
property ownership gradually came to change as a consequence of the increasing
dominance of the capitalist economy and of the commodities market.

Based on the purpose and theoretical framework of the study, the main research
questions can be formulated in the following way: how was property ownership
socially and politically integrated in Berlin and in Stockholm during the period in
question? What social, political and legal changes did property ownership undergo,
and what caused the changes? Were property owners themselves active in the change
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18 Harloe, 1995, p. 8f. Benny Carlson, Ouvertyr till folkhemmet. Wagnerska tongångar i förra
sekelskiftets Sverige, Lund 2002, p. 172ff.

19 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation. The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time, Boston
1944, pp. 68–76, see also ‘Notes on sources: 6. Selected references to “Societies and Economic Systems”;
(f) Economic systems, as a rule, are embedded in social relations; distribution of material goods is ensured
by noneconomic motives’, p. 272.

20 Reinhart Koselleck, Ulrike Spree, Willibald Steinmetz, ‘Drei bürgerliche Welten? Zur
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Hans-Jürgen Puhle (Eds), Bürger in der Gesellschaft der Neuzeit. Wirtschaft – Politik – Kultur, Göttingen
1991, p. 20.
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process, or were they mainly subordinated to developments in other social areas?
Finally, what effect did the changed conditions for property ownership have upon the
design of the housing market in Berlin and in Stockholm?

Growing Cities – Berlin and Stockholm Compared

Berlin and Stockholm, then, constitute the comparative context for the study of the
changed conditions for property ownership. Based on general characteristics
regarding population numbers and area, the comparison may seem unequal. Through
the extension of the municipal limits of Berlin in 1861, the town's population
increased to over 500,000, and the town’s area comprised 5,923 ha. At approximately
the same time, the population of Stockholm had barely exceeded 100,000, and the
land area amounted to 423 ha. In 1910, Berlin had a population of 2,100,000 (Greater
Berlin 3,730,000) and Stockholm’s was 305,000.21 There was a considerable
difference in size between towns in the period in question. The choice of towns for
the comparative investigation is thus based on other factors.

Berlin and Stockholm belonged to a group of European towns – along with Paris,
Copenhagen and Vienna – which from the mid-nineteenth century to the First World
War were both capital towns and the most important industrial towns in their
respective countries. In addition to early dominance in the textile and clothing
industry, and the brewery industry, both towns around the year 1900 accommodated
many companies in the new growth sectors, such as electrical engineering, chemistry
and machinery production. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, large
commercial banks were set up in the capital towns, and the power of finance over
industrial companies developed strongly, which also affected urban growth.
However, it would be misleading to describe the towns’ economic structure purely on
the basis of industrial development. During the 1860s and 1870s, the professional
sphere in Berlin and in Stockholm still had clearly archaic features, for example with
regard to the large groups working in domestic service. Certain sectors did employ
many workers, but had been industrialised to only a limited degree. This applied
particularly to the construction industry, which right up until the twentieth century
was characterised by small-scale operations and traditional craftsmanship. The
second largest professional group in Berlin and Stockholm, after industry and craft,
was however in the public sphere, state officials and legal personnel. This reflected
the towns’ central position with regard to the administrative, government and
military spheres in each country. The significance of the public sphere would
continue to increase throughout the period.22
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Developments and events in Berlin and Stockholm had effects not merely in local
politics but also in national politics. The towns shared the characteristic of having been
urbanised and industrialised at a relatively late date, which also influenced their self-
perception. As late as 1893, German publishers were reluctant to compare Berlin with
for example Paris. Such a comparison, wrote the author Paul Lindenberg, for example,
would be presumptuous, since Berlin was non-representative and backward.23 It was
not until after the beginning of the twentieth century that it became customary to speak
of Berlin as a ‘metropolis’. At the beginning of the twentieth century, there were four
towns in Europe which were characterised as a metropolis – London, Paris, Vienna
and Berlin.24 Berlin was something of a latecomer to this circle of European cities. Its
late flowering created a kind of imbalance between the town’s physical growth – an
imbalance which could find expression in quite drastic needs for reshaping – and its
social and economic structure.25

When Stockholm’s development accelerated in earnest in the 1860s and 70s,
special attention was directed towards the Prussian capital, partly from a feeling of
kinship due to its equally late development. It is true that Prussia previously had long
been an exemplar for Sweden and Swedish towns – not least in connection with the
Prussian municipal reform of 1808 – but it was originally as a consequence of
urbanisation and industrialisation that interest in constructional development and
town planning became predominant. In 1866, in his report on a street regulation plan
for Stockholm, Albert Lindhagen wrote ‘Berlin, with which the town of Stockholm
does not completely lack comparison’. To Lindhagen, the comparison lay above all
in the expected population increase, which in Stockholm led to the establishment of a
regulatory plan and an expansion plan.26

As capital towns, Berlin and Stockholm also became reference centres for
municipal politics and administration, and attracted special attention from state
authorities and decision-makers. There was considerable pressure for the capital
towns to take a leading position for example in the fields of technical innovation,
infrastructure and construction development. The disadvantage of this attention was
that municipal autonomy was constantly under threat of restriction, and there were
often conflicts over state and municipal jurisdiction in towns.

The basis of the comparative context is thus the function of the towns as capitals
and the concentration of economic and political power and cultural influence; it is the
towns’ representative character with regard to urbanity, modernity and industrial
development and the fact that the complexity and problems of urban growth arose in
the urban area itself in a way that was noted by contemporaries to a greater degree
than with respect to other towns in each country. In this period, Berlin and Stockholm
were also by far the largest and most important tenement towns in Germany and
Sweden, another important motive for my investigation.
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23 Paul Lindenberg, Berlin als Kleinstadt, 5. Auflage, Berlin 1893, p. 4.
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However, even though the towns underwent similar structural development
processes, they were not in mutual contact in the field of urban development.
Influence was mainly in one direction. Stockholm looked at Berlin, gained
impressions, tried to imitate, or rejected.

In the nineteenth century, tenement developments in Berlin, Paris and Vienna also
provided models for Stockholm. The tenements affected all aspects of the housing
industry, such as type of construction, investment objects and forms of housing. The
spread of tenements in the Stockholm city districts was the very essence of urban
development dynamism. The banker Johan Henrik Palme wrote in 1893 that it was
the intensive construction of mass tenements in Stockholm in the 1880s and 1890s
which ‘we have to thank for Stockholm, also to outward appearances, in a short time
being transformed into a city’.27 However, it was more common for the negative
consequences to be noted, and in this respect parallels were drawn with
developments in Berlin. When an extreme housing shortage hit Stockholm in the
1870s, representatives of house-seekers in a letter to His Majesty’s Government,
blamed the situation on the shortcomings of the building ordinance. Its repeal was
demanded, lest it lead to ‘the same consequences here as have occurred in Berlin,
whose building ordinance this ordinance mimics’.28 At the beginning of the twentieth
century, debaters and housing reformists expressed their regrets that housing
conditions in Stockholm had been so characterised by ‘the age of the Berlin disease’,
and that the building statutes of 1874 permitted five and six storey buildings – ‘the
barrack-like architecture that emerged from Germany’s bombastic triumphant pride’
– and intensive land use, which in turn had resulted in rising land prices, property
speculation and rent rises.29

To municipal politicians, industrialists, bankers, social reformers and intellectuals
in nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century Stockholm, developments in other
European cities were highly important for their own orientation. Alongside
Copenhagen – which was often considered an unequivocally positive exemplar, a
‘municipal utopia’ – German towns generally took a vanguard position as models of
efficient municipal governance. This was mainly due to their geographical proximity
to Sweden, but also to the perceived similarity of characteristics with regard to
society, history and mentality.30 In addition, German towns demonstrated modern
planning ideas and exemplary financial administration, and they were considered as
strongholds of local patriotism and civic virtue. For Stockholm’s part, major German
cities were repeatedly referred to ‘with regard to methods of building and housing
conditions’ as objects of comparison.31 Not least the housing question was a frequent
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topic of comparison among contemporaries. Since all major European towns were
affected by similar problems; by rising land values, swings in the building industry
and a growing working-class influx, it was natural to present housing questions and
solutions to them in a comparative way.

Stockholm property owners’ special interest in Berlin began at an early date. Ever
since its inception in the 1870s, Stockholm Property Owners’ Association had kept
abreast with developments in German municipal and housing legislation in general,
and with Berlin’s development and the activities of the town’s property owners’
organisations in particular. From 1878, the board members of Verein Berliner
Grundbesitzer von 1865 were engaged as correspondence members. At the same
time, the Stockholm association began to subscribe to the Berlin property owners’
trade journal, Das Grundeigentum.32 The initially somewhat diffuse activity goals of
Stockholm Property Owners’ Association and the sporadic nature of its forays into
municipal issues may be attributed to the nationwide vacuum in which the
association operated, and which the association itself identified as a handicap.
Instead, the association put its faith in its ability eventually to operate as successfully
as ‘similar associations in other large towns in Europe have already done for many
years’.33 Many of the study visits that influential board members in the Stockholm
association undertook around the year 1900 went to the German capital, so that the
members could learn how one ‘managed and rented out … in a true metropolis’.34

In the years preceding the First World War, Stockholm Property Owners’
Association was part of the network of property owners’ associations in 
European towns, a network which was maintained by the central German Property
Owners’ Federation. In May 1912, for example, the then secretary of the 
property owners’ association, the lawyer John Dondorff, visited the international
property owners’ congress in Berlin. In the report which he submitted to the
association upon his return, it could be seen that it was not the common issues – such
as for example the right of domicile, comparative housing statistics and housing
legislation, and facilities for real credit – that above all had aroused his enthusiasm,
but rather the respect and high esteem which property ownership had earned him in
Berlin. Dondorff was impressed by the ‘general understanding for property owners’
interests and ambitions, which could be noted among both authorities and persons of
prominent social status’. In Berlin, it was understood that work to benefit property
owners was of the utmost importance to society.35

Comparative Method and Urban History

This study is designed as a coordinated comparison with a marked kinship between
the objects investigated as regards both chronology and thematics. The
methodological challenge has comprised achieving a union between, on the one
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33 SFF annual report for fiscal year 1877.
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hand, source material which in some sections had ‘run wild’ and therefore was
previously unprocessed; and on the other hand, a presentation synthesised in order to
make the comparison possible in practice. At the same time, this variation of
interpretative levels has been stimulating to the work process, in that it has offered a
possibility to allow the investigation to move between detailed and down-to-earth
development in urban life and more general process overviews.

However, comparison is not a single method, but has been applied in several
different ways to obtain answers to highly diverse questions. Comparison aims above
all, however, to seek the causes, differences and similarities in an investigative theme
addressing a broader common context. To Marc Bloch, comparison meant both an
expansion and a more single-minded application of the instrument for historical
understanding and explanation.36

In historical sociology, comparison has been given several scientific definitions.
The method has been used to try theories and to test general explanatory models, and
to contrast different national and regional contexts, in seeking to identify motives
behind and causes of historical processes. Historical sociology and social history
have however been criticised for exaggerated tendencies towards generalisation.
Historians have need of a broad context for their investigations. This is such a
comprehensive characteristic of the work method that it cannot be regarded as an
interpretive approach, but it is in fact the main instrument in a historical presentation.
There is often an additional need for players, intentions and actions.37

The German historian Helmut Kaelble has made an inventory of comparative
social historical and cultural historical studies published in the last two decades
above all in Germany, but also in the United Kingdom and the USA. Based on these
studies, he has divided the comparative methodology into different categories: the
analytical, the enlightening or assessing, the comprehending and the identity-seeking
comparison.38 What Kaelble wished to underline was that true methodological
renewal means more than that one knows what one is doing when comparing – i.e.
honing the instruments already at hand – at least as important is the pre-
methodological issue of the intentions and knowledge goals of the comparison.

By Kaelble’s definition, the present study is an analytical comparison. The
purpose of this approach is to explain and characterise ‘certain set societal structures,
institutions, mentalities, debates, events and decisions based on their historical
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circumstances’. The historical context is thus an integral part of the actual analysis.39

Historical research need not therefore be purely narrative in its presentation. It is
rather a question of striking a balance between structural analysis and hermeneutics.
The comparison can still work from typologies, and can break up the chronology and
have a theoretical emphasis. There is really no other possible approach – since
comparison is a highly ‘constructed’ method. Everything is questioned: selection,
level of abstraction, thematic scope and relation between primary material and
literature.40 It has been my ambition to focus on closeness to the sources and the
unique aspect of the historical events as the characteristic of the historical
comparison. If the aim is to retain these characteristic traits, then the objects of
comparison are few – often two.

Another important factor in the choice of comparative method has been the
possibility to open the way for research in other national contexts which can help to
examine the historical process from several perspectives. In this, comparison can also
contribute to throwing light on phenomena and developmental patterns which have
been hidden from or overlooked by individual historical accounts.

Analytical comparison is thus primarily concerned with contrasting different
societies. Kaelble has however indicated the occurrence of a kind of methodological
intermediate category which aims to investigate the transfer of ideas and action
strategies from one society to another, a category he has called transfer analysis.41

The transfer analytical technique plays a certain role in this investigation – to which
one might subscribe in accordance with the reception history outlined above –
however, it is not consistently applied, but subordinated to the analytical comparison.

In historical research in recent years, there has been no shortage of contrastive
comparisons of events, processes or social groups in different national contexts. 
The starting point has been that political systems and political cultures address
similar problems in different ways, with another distribution of roles between 
players and institutions, and with differing outcomes. In particular, based on this
perspective, the modernisation process in Germany and Sweden in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries has been the object of a research project continuing over several
years.42

Less frequently the comparative context has been provided by single local
communities or towns. One prior study has been Madeleine Hurd’s Public 
Spheres, Public Mores, and Democracy (2000), which investigates the emergence of
political opinion formation in the liberal middle-class public sphere, based on the
temperance movement and world of associations in Hamburg and Stockholm in
1870–1914. Hurd’s investigation aims expressly to transcend historiographical
barriers and to link the past of Germany and that of Sweden in a greater European
historical context. The analysis of the development of different political cultures in
Hamburg and Stockholm becomes an instrument for questioning the frameworks for
national historical accounts, and in particular the generally accepted picture of the
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dark and troublesome, and the light and victorious roads to the nations’
democratisation.43

Unlike Hurd, the investigation wished to utilise the ambition of urban history to
allow cities and local communities to constitute the main context for the
investigation. The British expert on Germany, James Sheehan, has noted that the
observations of historians at national political level can certainly reflect, but just as
often obscure, the picture of political life. At local level, political elections, action
strategies and shifting alliances, and strivings for legitimacy are revealed in a far
more concrete way.44 Local administration and politics have their own constitutive
significance and importance to how society works. Political dominance can
ultimately be secured at local level – just as the local level can constitute the arena for
the most immediate challenges to the dominant political system. Several researchers
have previously argued that studies of local societies, and in particular growing
towns, could contribute to a more comprehensive political concept in historical
research, particularly if these investigations were to adopt a comparative
perspective.45

In urban historical research, the demands and needs for comparative research have
recurred in the manner of a mantra.46 In a powerful plea for the autonomy of urban
history, above all with relation to social history, Richard Rodger has written that
without comparative investigations, the urban dimension risks disappearing. Urban
history is not merely the fundamental components of the town, but above all an
analysis of their interaction with and relations to each other in a unique spatial
environment – the interaction of the urban fabric with the social fabric. Without a
comparative, contrastive perspective, this distinction tends to be obscured.47

Source Material and Delimitation

In a historical investigation, there is a close connection between material and method.
An analytical comparison entails not only the task of acquiring knowledge of the
research status in the field to be study and of forming a picture of the ‘inner
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heterogeneity’ – that is, one must read double the amount of literature as in preparing
for other investigations – but one should also provide work input on intensive
primary investigations.

The principal empirical section consists throughout the investigation of the urban
property owners’ organisations own material, in the form of meeting- and congress
minutes, journals, reports, petitions, letters and collections of newspaper cuttings.
These categories of material have then been supplemented with official publications,
such as City Council minutes, shorthand transcripts of assembly debates,
parliamentary publications and parliamentary papers. The source situation has been
far from ideal; however, historians seldom find themselves with uniform sources in a
comparative study.

However, the choice of carrying out a comparative investigation is partly based on
the primary material available. Through the entire period, Stockholm Property
Owners’ Association was an organisation that collected material and corresponded
with a broad foreign contact network. The archive contains material from the 1870s
and on, which includes statutes, petitions, membership registers and other material,
above all from property owners’ associations in Berlin and Copenhagen – but also
from Hamburg and Kristiania (now Oslo). The reason for the organisation’s strong
commitment to international connections has already been briefly mentioned: the
Stockholm association was for a long time the only alliance for urban property
owners in Sweden, and its ambitions to play a major role for the town could best be
fulfilled by seeking inspiration and exemplars from the major towns on the continent,
which were considered more advanced in their development.

It is the organised property owners who have provided the bulk of the information
used in the investigation. The due question is how representative of urban property
owners the organised property owners may in general be regarded. The due answer is
that it is only through association operations and the debates that took place within
organisations and with public bodies that opinions, standpoints and action
alternatives can be monitored by a latter-day inquirer. Even though far from every
property owner was an association member, property owners’ organisations in Berlin
and Stockholm had an influential function for the whole social group. Within the
alliances there were close connections with municipal authorities, and the
associations’ commitment and strivings to wield influence on different issues could
seldom be reduced to involve only members, but influenced the interests of all
property owners.

Another important question must be posed in this context. Can property owners be
distinguished as a category? Were there not property owners who at the same pursued
a profession and who considered themselves rather to belong to a professionally-
determined social or economic grouping? At a basic level, one should distinguish
between different types of property owners in the towns. There were the traditional
property owners who had not overseen the construction of a property primarily to
earn money from it, but to pursue their profession in the building or to live in it
themselves. Another group was what was known as ‘persons of independent means’,
who lived on interest revenue and the return on real estate. A third group comprised
landlords and small contractors by profession, who on the basis of mortgage loans
operated on a commercial housing market. The demarcations between the different
categories were however not quite this clear, and could overlap, or property owners
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could use their properties for different purposes at different times and under different
economic conditions. The German housing researcher Clemens Zimmermann, in his
study of the origins of housing policy in nineteenth-   century Germany, has written
that property owner groups can usually be distinguished through the fact that the non-
commercial property owners were seldom active in property owners’ organisations.
Back has made a similar general division of property owners in Swedish towns in the
last decades of the nineteenth century.48

Property owners’ municipal influence was at its greatest at times when property
owners with tenancy operations as their main source of income, property owners who
used real estate as a capital investment object, and non-commercial property owners,
perceived a common threat. For example, it could be a question of taxes and fees or
special fiscal supplements on real estate which might increase the economic burden
on property owners. It was very difficult for municipal authorities to implement
political initiatives in the face of the massive stonewalling which could result from
property owners’ actions.

An objection to Zimmermann’s categorisation must however, be raised. It is notable
that the alliances founded in Berlin and Stockholm around 1870 to promote and
safeguard the interests of property owners were not founded purely for the benefit of
commercial landlords. In the first decades of operation, property ownership in itself
was the primary motive for joint action. The property owners’ associations belonged as
civic alliances to a general movement to form associations and a sphere of
organisations in which interest in legislation, economics and municipal autonomy took
precedence over issues concerning the tenancy sector. It was not until the 1880s that
housing market issues became the central focus for the organised property owners.

Although many themes associated with urban growth and municipal politics will
be addressed in the investigation, there are a vast number of other, albeit highly
interesting areas and problem issues, which have not been touched upon. These
include for example questions concerning communications and infrastructure. This
applies also to tax issues, which although dealt with in the study, undoubtedly require
a more concentrated analysis. For the sake of clarity, the development of taxation,
like the issue of the system of credit facilities and funding of urban properties, has not
been treated as a delimited area of investigation in this study, and therefore no claims
to having comprehensively dealt with it are made. The issue is one of general interest
to those attempting to understand and explain the economy in practice in its historical
context, that is to say how economic players were ordered in political and legal
structures and normative social perceptions, which has already been mentioned in
stating the aim of this study.

Neither is this investigation primarily a study of the development and possible
resolution of the housing question in Berlin and Stockholm during the period. The
housing question will be treated from the property owners’ perspective, but does not
provide an exhaustive presentation of the different political, state or municipal
actions in this field. The housing issue in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
is now a well researched field, and for those wishing to further explore the topic, there
is ample literature concerning both Berlin and Stockholm.
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48 Clemens Zimmerman, Von der Wohnungsfrage zur Wohnungspolitik. Die Reformbewegung in
Deutschland 1845–1914, Göttingen 1991, p. 189. Back 1967, p. 102f.
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